Interdisciplinary conference on political psychology in Germany

January 17 and 18, 2020

FernUniversität in Hagen
Building 2
Welcome to the interdisciplinary conference on political psychology in Germany!

This event aims to bring together scholars from different fields interested in political psychological research questions, in order to foster exchange and explore mutually reinforcing avenues for further study. The program includes over 65 “conversation starters”, two inspiring keynote presentations and time for discussion within the sessions and the coffee breaks.

With almost 100 registered participants, coming from Psychology, Political Science, Sociology, Communication and related disciplines it promises to be an exciting 24 hours of political psychology!

Jolanda van der Noll, Kathrin Ackermann, Monika Verbalyte and Frank Asbrock

Friday, 17 January 2020:

till 13:00 Arrival & Coffee
13:00 – 13:15 Kick-Off – Welcome
13:15 – 14:45 Panel Session 1
14:45 – 15:00 Coffee Break
15:00 – 16:30 Panel Session 2
16:30 – 17:00 Coffee Break
17:00 – 18:30 Panel Session 3
18:45 – 19:30 Dinner Talk
Fingerfood buffet

Saturday, 18 January 2020:

09:00 – 10:15 Panel Session 4
10:15 – 10:45 Coffee Break
10:45 – 12:00 Panel Session 5
12:15 – 13:00 Lunch Talk
13:00 – 14:00 Business Meeting

Panel 1.1
Consequences of being discriminated

Chair: Anja Munder
Room: 1–2

When an identity bifurcated: A Study on Turkish Communities in Germany at populist times
Aydin Bayad; Arin H. Ayanian; Andreas Zick

Subtle for whom? Investigating blatant & subtle prejudice from targets perspectives
Franziska Stanke

Discrimination and Development of Ethnic Minority Youth in Germany
Zeynep Demir

Excluded people aggress – unless there is a better alternative
Hannah Schade
Panel 1.2.
Social media dynamics

Chair: Monika Verbalyte
Room: 3

Political social identity and selectivity toward the like minded: Findings on political tie building on Facebook
Manuel Cargnino; German Neubaum

Dark Inspiration – Eudaimonic entertainment in Islamic extremist Instagram posts
Lena Frischlich

How many and who might be prone to “filter bubbles” and “echo chambers” online?
Cornelia Sindermann

Dissemination of Doubt: Analyzing the Spread of Conspiratorial Narratives Online
Tim Schatto-Eckrodt

“I know someone who has seen that…” Psychological Distance as key Factor for Assessing Source Credibility and Message Veracity.
Scarlett Friedrich; Roman Linne; Hans-Peter Erb

Panel 1.3.
Values and morality as foundations of political orientations

Chair: Kathrin Ackermann
Room: B 0025

Basic Human Values and Attitudes towards European integration
Constantin Schäfer

Why do vegetarians cluster on the left and believers on the right? Insights from Moral Foundations Theory
Thomas Grünhage

Priming personal and political values with commercial advertising
Saamah Abdallah

Are emotional reactions to moral violations associated with political orientation?
Helen Landmann

Academic Freedom in Psychology
Higher Education in Turkey
Olga S. Hünler; Yudit Namer; N. Ekrem Düzen

14:45 – 15:00 Coffee Break
Panel 2.1
Fight against discrimination and exclusion

Chair: Frank Asbrock
Room: 1–2

Standing up for Whom? Different Goals in Targets’ Confrontation of Discrimination
Anja Munder

Examining negative and positive contact – not only valence matters
Sarina Schäfer

Targeting our Blind Spot: A Metacognitive Intervention Ameliorates Negative Feelings, Evaluations, and Stereotypes Towards Conservatives in a Liberal Sample
Nora Rebekka Krott; Klaus Michael Reininger

Sexualization of Children or Human Rights? Beliefs and Attitudes Towards Making Sexual Orientation Diversity an Issue in Schools
Ulrich Klocke

Panel 2.2
Populist right-wing attitudes and voting

Chair: Sybille Neji
Room: 3

We don’t get what we deserve: Fraternalistic relative deprivation and populist party support
Heiko Giebler; Benjamin Schürman; Niklas Stoll; Susanne Veit

Anomie … or anomia? On the (common) drivers of populists and right-wing attitudes
Susanne Veit

The effects of insecurity and social threat on right-wing authoritarian opinion leaders and their followers after political signal events
Lea-Johanna Klebba

Lateral attitude change as a mechanism of populist influence
Roman Linne

The effect of perception of relative deprivation and emotions on populist attitudes
Ekaterina Lytkina
Panel 2.3.
News consumption, information processing, knowledge and attitudes
Chair: Monika Verbalyte
Room: B 0025

Less than meets the eye? – Assessing the predictive power of personal factors regarding belief in conspiracy theories with machine learning
Nils Brandenstein

Now more than ever!
Political Polarization as a Result of Exposure to Fake News
Deliah Sarah Bolesta

I reason who I am?
Identity salience manipulation to reduced motivated reasoning in news consumption
Magdalena Wischnewski

The Role of Motivation in the Association of Political Ideology with Cognitive Performance
Axel Burger

Attitudes towards International Organizations:
The effects of information complexity
Paul Meiners

Panel 3.1.
Determinants of political participation
Chair: Jolanda van der Noll
Room: 1–2

Determinants of Environmental Activism
Anne K. Overbeck

Why do (some) citizens find pleasure in politics?
Introducing the need-based model of intrinsic political motivation
Alexander Wuttke

2 Minutes 2 Midnight:
First results of a longitudinal investigation of determinants of continued participation in the #fridaysforfuture movement
Alison E. F. Benbow; Parissa Chokrai

The Risk-Participation Paradox:
Micro Mechanisms Linking Perceived Risks to Protest Participation
Pal Susanszky; Bela Janky

Media, political representation and gender:
Comparing demand and supply effects of media discrimination in a lab experiment
Amanda Haraldsson

16:30 – 17:00 Coffee Break
Panel 3.2
Future pathways in Political Psychology

Chair: Kathrin Ackermann
Room: 3

Exclusion of refugees – a vicious circle of Human Rights violations and devaluing the victims
Ulrich Wagner

Othering in and through migration and health research
Yudit Namer

The Psychology Political Behavior Study (PPBS)
Flavio Azevedo

Revisiting the „Group Experiment“ (Adorno & Dirks, 1955): Implications for Studying Aspects of Contemporary Right-Wing Radicalism
Stefan Stürmer

Panel 3.3.
Electoral campaigns and leader evaluations

Chair: Monika Verbalyte
Room: B 0025

Is negative campaigning a matter of taste?
Attack messages, candidate evaluation, and the moderating role of personality
Alessandro Nai; Jürgen Maier

Interactive Political Marketing:
An Experimental Analysis of Interactive Marketing in a Political Context
Frederik Ferié

Leadership Evaluations in Times of Crisis:
The Case of Chancellor Angela Merkel and the Recent Migration Debate
Lena Masch; Oul Han

“They are all the same!” –
How party homogeneity affects voting decisions.
Julia Schnepf; Evelyn Bytzek; Selma C. Rudert; Melanie C. Steffens

18:45 – 19:30
Dinner Talk: „Quo vadis Political Psychology? Current Topics and Challenges for Research in Germany“ (Michaela Maier)

Fingerfood buffet
Panel 4.1
The role of context for political psychological attitudes

Chair: Dana Tarushkina
Room: 1–2

“Isn’t it nice here?”
Perception and evaluation of neighbourhood qualities
Claas Pollmanns; Frank Asbrock

Regional-level implicit bias is associated with disproportionate stopping of Black motorists by police
Marleen Stelter

Space-focused stereotyping regarding ethnically diverse versus ethnically homogeneous/White neighborhoods
Iniobong Essien, Anette Rohmann

Social identities and perceptions of integration. An analysis among native and immigrant-origin voters in Germany
Stephanie Müssig; Sabrina J. Mayer

Panel 4.2.
Factors influencing policy preferences

Chair: Frank Asbrock
Room: 3

Criticism of Social Inequality – Political Knowledge Makes the Difference
Daniel Moosdorf

The impact of personality on foreign and security policy attitudes in Germany
Markus Steinbrecher

No money for security? Threat perceptions, policy trade-offs and support for domestic security policies
Eva-Maria Trüdinger

Should I guess or should I know?
The clash between policy knowledge, new information and social policy preferences
Linda Voigt
Panel 4.3
Nationalism and national pride

Chair: Sabrina Schäfer
Room: B 0025

Many faces of the Olympic Games in Putin’s Russia as seen by Russians
Alyona Khaptsova

National Pride in Germany: comparison of two psychological profile estimation techniques with representative samples
M. Murat Ardag; J. Christopher Cohrs

The Main Determinants of Anti-Americanism and National Pride in Turkey
Yağmur Aycan Aydın

Cross-border Transmission of Turkey’s Ethnoreligious-nationalist Ideology
Elif Sandal Önal; Aydin Bayad; N. Ekrem Düzen

Panel 5.1.
Anti-immigration and anti-Muslim attitudes

Chair: Frank Asbrock
Room: 1–2

Measuring ‘Islamophobia’: A Differentiated View on Anti-Islam and Anti-Muslim Attitudes
Isabell Diekmann

Concerns regarding immigration in Germany: How subjective fears, becoming unemployed and social mobility change anti-immigrant attitudes
Nico Stawarz; Michael Müller

Explaining citizens’ support of the populist right-wing ‘Pegida’ social movement
Elmar Schlüter

Discrimination against Multiple Minority Groups: The Role of Social Representations in understanding National Majority Attitudes toward Different Minorities
Canan Coşkan; Elif Sandal Önal

10:15 – 10:45 Coffee Break
Panel 5.2
Voting and non-voting

Chair: Monika Verbalyte
Room: 3

“Damaged” identity and its electoral consequences – how do national and ethnic identity as well as perceived discrimination relate to political attitudes and behavior among immigrant and majority voters?
Sabrina Mayer

Transnational Voting Behaviour in Two Polities: an Analysis of Germans of Turkish Descent in the Immigrant German Election Study
Achim Goerres; Sabrina J. Mayer; Dennis C. Spies

University Student Non-voting in Local Elections in the United Kingdom: A Psychosocial Examination
Lena Weller

Deconstructing the association between socioeconomic indices and youth political participation: A twin family study
Alexandra Zapko-Willmes

Panel 5.3.
Personalities of politicians and citizens

Chair: Kathrin Ackermann
Room: B 0025

Preferences for Big Five Personality Traits in Politicians in times of Crises and Peace
Julian Aichholzer

Personality and Migration within Germany: Geographical Differences in the Big Five Personality Traits between Eastern and Western Germany as a Result of Selective Migration and Personality Development
Eva Asselmann; Paul Schumann; Jule Specht

A New Approach to Measure Overconfidence in Political Elites
Katharina Berninger

A Motivational Analysis of Russian Presidents, 1994 – 2018
Elena Semenova; David G. Winter

12:15 – 13:00 Lunch Talk
„Wahlen und Politische Psychologie“ (Thorsten Faas)
13:00 – 14:00  Business Meeting:

In the business meeting, we want to discuss ideas and possibilities for the regional network of political psychology in Germany, such as collaborations with academic organisations, publication opportunities and conferences. If you already have an issue that we should address during this meeting, please talk to someone of the organisational team, leave a note at the registration desk or send us an email (polpsy-hagen@fernuni-hagen.de).

We hope to see many of you there!
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